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Abstract 
Let D be an arc-3-cyclic, semicomplete digraph and uv be an arc of D contained in a cycle 
of length r. If vu f[ A(D) then the arc uv is contained in cycles of length h : 3<.h<<.r, or if 
6+(D),f-(D)>~3 then the arc uv is contained in cycles of length h : 6<~h<~r. Also included in 
this paper is a very useful crossing arc theorem. 
1. Introduction 
A digraph D is a tournament i f  for each pair of vertices there is precisely one arc 
between them. A digraph D is called semicomplete if for each pair of vertices there is 
at least one arc between them. Obviously, the semicomplete digraph is a generalization 
of the tournament. For years, tournaments have been studied and many results on cycles 
in tounaments have been published. [1,7-14,  16-18]. A great number of the theorems 
proved for tournaments also hold for semicomplete digraphs. 
One of  the early results dealing with cycles in tournaments was given by Moon [ 11 ] 
and addresses the idea of finding cycles of  every length containing each vertex of a 
tournament. 
Definition 1. A digraph D of  order n is arc-pancyclic (or vertex-pancyclic) i f each 
arc (or vertex) of D is contained in cycles of length k, 3 ~<k ~<n. A digraph D is 
arc-k-cyclic i f  each arc of  D is contained in a cycle of length k. If  k is the order of 
D, then the property of arc-k-cyclic is also called arc-Hamilton-cyclic. 
Theorem 1 (Moon [11]). Every strongly connected tournament is vertex-pancyclic. 
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The arc-pancyclic property proved to be much more complicated than the property 
of vertex-pancyclic. The pioneer result in this area was obtained by Alspach in 1967. 
Theorem 2 (Alspach [1]). Every regular tournament is arc-pancyclic. 
Note, a regular tournament is one in which all the vertices have the same out-degree. 
The out-degree of a vertex v is the number of arcs of the form vu in the tournament. 
After this paper, many articles on this topic were published. In 1982, a necessary 
and sufficient condition for arc-pancyclicity in tournaments was obtained 
Theorem 3 (Wu et al. [18]). A tournament D is arc-pancyclic i f  and only i f  D is 
arc-Hamilton-cyclic and arc-3-cyclic. 
The arc-3-cyclic condition is rather weak since almost all tournaments are arc-3- 
cyclic [14] and it can be determined whether a tournament is arc-3-cyclic in at most 
O(n 3 ) operations. It was recently proved by Bang-Jensen et al. [6] that the determination 
of arc-Hamilton-cyclic property for tournaments is also a polynomial problem. The 
proof given in [ 18] actually implies the following result stronger than that of Theorem 3 
(also see [17] for an alternative and simpler proof). 
Theorem 4 (Wu et al. [18]). Let D be arc-3-cyclic tournament and e be an arc o f  
D. I f  the arc e is contained in a cycle o f  length r, then e is contained in cycles o f  
length k : 3 <~ k <~ r. 
Later, the problem of arc-pancyclic for tournaments was completely solved by Tian 
et al. [16]. They showed that except for two families of arc-3-cyclic tournaments, every 
arc-3-cyclic tournament is arc pancyclic. Bang-Jensen [4] constructed an arc-3-cyclic 
digraph (see Fig. 1)2 that was not arc-pancyclic and not in the family of counter 
examples given by [16]. However, his example was not a tournament but a semicom- 
plete digraph. Thus, the theorem in [16] does not hold for semicomplete digraphs. 
In this paper we generalize the results in [18] to semicomplete digraphs and show 
that under certain conditions arc-3-cyclic semicomplete digraphs are arc-pancyclic. 
Theorem 6 states that if an arc e, of  an arc-3-cyclic semicomplete digraph, is in an 
r-cycle (r~>3) and not in a 2-cycle, then e is contained in a cycle of each possible 
length i, 3 ~< i ~< r. Theorem 7 adds a degree condition for the end vertices of e and this 
is enough to insure that if e is in an r-cycle (r ~> 6) then e is in a cycle of each length i, 
6 ~< i ~<r. As a corollary of Theorem 7, we have that if D is arc-Hamiltonian-cyclic, 
arc-k-cyclic for each k=3,4 ,5  and each vertex has in- and out-degree at least 3, then 
D is arc-pancyclic. 
2The tournament induced by /)1,...,/36 is a transitive tournament(vivj E A(T) if and only if i < j). The 
undirected edges represent arcs in both directions. 










A digraph D consists of a pair V(D),A(D), where V(D) is a finite set of vertices 
and A(D) is a set of ordered pairs uv of vertices, called arcs. All digraphs considered in 
this paper have no loops or parallel arcs in the same direction (parallel arcs in opposite 
directions are allowed). A digraph D is called semicomplete if for each pair of distinct 
vertices u,v ~ V(D), either uv, vu or both belong to A(D). An acyclic digraph D is 
called a (u,v)-acyclic subgraph if for every vertex w of D there is a directed (u,w)- 
path and a directed (w, v)-path. A semicomplete digraph is arc-3-cyclic if every arc of 
D is contained in a cycle of  length three. Let I (u) = {x E V(D) : xu E A(D)} and 
O(u) = {x E V(D) : ux E A(D)}. For a subgraph H of D, let IH(U) = I (u)N V(H) and 
OH(U) = O(u) N V(H). A midvertex of an arc a = uv, denoted by mid(uv), in an arc- 
3-cyclic digraph is a vertex w of D such that vw, wu E A(D), that is w E I(u) N O(v). 
A directed path will be denoted P = vlv2.- ,  yr. A forwarding arc, of a path P, is an 
arc from vi to vi+t on the path, for t>~2. The pace of a forwarding arc vivi+t is the 
number of arcs on the path bypassed by the forwarding arc. Crossing arcs are a pair of 
forwarding arcs on a path P, vivi+ t and t,jVj+s, such that O~<i < j < i+t  < j+s<~r .  
3. Theorems 
The following results are presented in this paper. 
Theorem 5 (The Crossing Arcs Theorem). Let D be a semicomplete digraph and P = 
vl • • • vr be a path of  length r - 1. I f  there are four integers a, b, c and d such that 
1 <~a < b < c < d<~r and vavc, vbvd E A(D) then D contains a path of  length r -2  
,from vl to vr unless b = a + l ,c = b + 3, and d = c + l. 
Theorem 6 (A generalization of  WZZ's  Theorem [18]). Let D be an arc-3-cyclic semi- 
complete digraph and an arc a = uv E A(D). I f  the arc a = uv is contained in a cycle 
of  length r and vu q{ A(D), then a is contained in cycles of  lengths h : 3 <~h<~r. 
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Theorem 7. Let  D be an arc-3-cyclic semicomplete digraph and an arc a = 
uv E A(D). I f  the arc a = uv is contained in a cycle o f  length r and the in-degree o f  
u and the out-degree o f  v are at least three, then a is contained in cycles o f  lengths 
h : 6<~h<<,r. 
4. Proof of Theorem 5 
Theorem 5 is the most important result since it is widely used in the proofs of the 
other theorems. 
The following well-known lemma of Thomassen has been used in many papers 
about tournaments (for instance, see [5,16, 17]). It can be generalized to semicomplete 
digraphs and will be applied in the proofs of the main theorems of this paper. The 
following is a generalized version of the Thomassen's Hamilton Path Lemma (with the 
same proof given in [15]). 
Lenlma 1 (Thomassen [15]). Let D be a semicomplete digraph and x and y be two 
distinct vertices o f  D. l f  D has an (x, y)-acycl ic subgraph o f  order p, then D contains 
a path f rom x to y o f  length p - 1. 
Lemma 1 is a consequence of what is called the path merging property in [5]. (A 
digraph is path mergable if whenever we have two internally disjoint (x, y)-paths P 
and Q, we can find a new (x,y)-path R, containing exactly the vertices of P and Q.) 
Digraphs with this property have been studied by Bang-Jensen. 
Remark. Let P = vl . . .vr  be a (Vl,Vr)-path of length r -  1 in a semicomplete digraph 
D. If there is no (Vl,V~)-path of length r - 2 in D, then Vu+lVu_l E A(D), for every 
# = 2 . . . . .  r -  1. Hence, vi+3Vi+lVi+2v i is a path of D. For 1 <<,i<~i + 31~<<,r, the union 
of paths Vi+3~Vi+3ct_21) i+3~_ l l ) i+3(~_ l )  (for ~---~ 1 . . . . .  p) is a path of D from Vi+3p to V i
and is denoted by Pi+3g * • • v i. 
Proof of Theorem 5. Let v 1 " ' "  Vr be a path of D of length r -  1 from v 1 to vr and there 
are four integers a, b, c and d such that l~<a < b < c < d<~r and VaVc, VbV d EA(D) .  
We prove the theorem by contradiction. Assume that D contains no path of length 
r -2  from Vl to Yr. 
Case 1: c = b + 1. Let vavc and VbV d be crossing arcs of D with c = b + 1 such 
that c - a and d - b are as small as possible. (Note: c - a = 2 or d - b = 2 yield an 
obvious path of length r - 2, thus c - a and d - b~>3.) 
Subcase 1.1: c - a = 3 and d - b = 3. We have a (VbVr)-path of length r - 2, 
V 1 • . .  VaVc l )c_2VbVd • . . V r .  
Subcase 1.2: c -  a~>4. Since c -  a is smallest VcVa+2 E A(D). We have a (Vl,Vr)- 
acyclic subgraph of order r - 1, vl • • • Val)cl)a+2 "" • VbVd ~-J l)c" " " Yr. 
The subcase of d - b >~ 4 can be dealt with symmetrically. 
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Case 2: c>~b + 2. Obviously, c ¢ b + 2 for otherwise [P \ {Vb+~}] tA {VaVc, VbVd} 
is a (vl ,vr)-acycl ic subgraph of order r - 1. Thus c > b + 2. Now we will find a 
(Vc, Vb)-path Q in D({Vb . . . . .  Vc}) of length c - b - 2 so that 
[P \ {Vb+ 1 . . . . .  Uc_I} ] U {v~vc, vbva} U Q 
is a (Vl,Vr)-acyclic subgraph of order r -  1. 
Subcase 2.1: c - b - 2 (mod 3). Then we have Q = Ucl)c_ 2 * * * 1) b. 
Subcase 2.2: c -  b = 1 (mod 3). Note that c>~b+2 implies that c -  b>~4. 
(i) I f  vcv,.-3 is an arc of D, then let Q - 1)cl)c_3Vc_21)c_ 4 * * * 1) b. Therefore vc-3vc 
is an arc of D. 
(ii) I f  Vc-lVc 4 is an arc of D, then let Q = vcvc-zvc-lVc-4 * * * vb. Therefore 
l)c_4Uc_ 1 is an arc of O. 
(ii i) Since vc-3vc and l)c_4Vc_ 1 are arcs of D, then D has a (vl, Vr)-acyclic subgraph 
[P \ {Vc-2}] [.-J {Uc_31)c, Vc_41)c_ l}.  
Subcase2 .3 :c -b -0  (mod3) .  Note that c~>b+3.  
(i) Assume c=b+3 and either a < b -1  or d > c+l .  Then let Q=vcVc-2V~-4 when 
a < b -1  or Q = Vc+lVc-lVc-3 when d > c+ 1 and therefore [P \  {Vb+l . . . . .  V~_l}]U 
{vav~, vbvd} t3 Q is a (vl, vr)-acyclic subgraph of order r -  1. Since c = b + 3, a = b -  1 
and d = c + 1 is the exceptional case of  the theorem, we assume that c ~> b + 6. 
(ii) Assume that v~v~-3 is an arc of D. We claim that Vc-lVc-4 is not an arc 
of  D, for otherwise, we can have a (vl ,vr)-acycl ic subgraph [P \ {vb+l . . . . .  v~,-i}] U 
{VaVc, VbVd} t5 Q with Q = Vcl)c_3Vc_2Vc_lUc_4Vc_6 . .  * Vb. We also claim that vc-2v¢-5 
is not an arc in D for otherwise, we have a (Vl,Vr)-acyclic subgraph as before with 
Q = vcvc-3vc-2vc-sv~-4vc-6 * * * vb. Hence, both vc_4vc-1, Vc-sV~-2 E A(D) and conse- 
quently, we obtain a (vl,Vr)-acyclic subgraph [P \  {re-3}] t_J {Vc-4Vc-l,vc-sv~-2}. Thus 
VcVc-3 is not an arc of  D. 
(ii i) I f  v~-lvc-5 is an arc of D, then we have a (vl ,vr)-acycl ic subgraph 
[P \ {Vb+l . . . . .  V~-l}] t3 {VaV~,VbVd} U Q with Q = V~Vc_2V~_lvc_sv~_4Vc-6 • * * vh. 
Thus vc_lv~._5 is not an arc of D. 
(iv) By (ii) and iii) we have a (vl, Vr)-acyclic subgraph [P \ {Vc-~}] © {v,:-3v,., 
v,.-sv~-l}. [] 
5. Lemmas 
Let D be an arc-3-cyclic semicomplete digraph and P = /)1 -- ' / )r  be a path of D 
from Vl to vr of length r -1  (r > 3). We assume that D contains no path f rom vl = v 
to Vr = U of  length r -  2. Denote W = V(D) \  V(P). Then we have the fol lowing 
lemmas. 
Lemma 2. P has a forwardin9 arc. 
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Proof. Suppose there is no forwarding arc on P. Consider x = mid(vm+3Vm) 
where l<<.m<~r - 3. I fx  c W then vl ...VmXT3m+3 ...Or IS a path of length r - 2. So 
x E V(P).  Therefore x = v i for some 1 <~i<<.r and then virtu+3 or vmvi is a forwarding 
arc on P. [] 
Definition. Let vmV,n+h be a forwarding arc of  P. If  there is no other forwarding arc 
of  P with both ends in the segment Vm...l)m+h, then l)mVm+ h is called a minimal 
forwarding arc. 
Lemma 3. The minimal forwarding arc is o f  pace three or four. 
Proof. By the remark of  Section 4, the minimal forwarding arc is of pace at least 
three. Let Vmt)m+ h be a minimal forwarding arc. Suppose h ~> 5. Since vm+4Vm+l E A(D), 
consider x = mid(vm+aVm+l ). Then x E {Vl . . . . .  Vm-l, V,n+h+l . . . . .  vr} would imply cross- 
ing arcs not allowed by Theorem 5. Also x E {V,n . . . . .  Vm+h} would imply h is not 
minimal. Thus, x E W and this produces an obvious (vl,vr)-path of length r -  2, 
131 • . . l )m+lXVm+ 4 • . . yr .  [ ]  
Lemma 4. I f  VaVb EA(D) and 1 <<. a < b <<. r, b - a >>. 3, then VcVa f[A(D), with d - c >>. 3, 
fo r  b<~c < d<<.r or 1 <<.c < d<~a. 
Proof. Suppose VaVb, Vcl) d C A(D), with 1 ~<a < b<<.c < d<~r. Here b - a~>3, and 
d -  c~>3. Then Vb-2Vc+2 ~ A(D) for this would produce crossing arcs disallowed in 
Theorem 5. Consider x = mid(vc+2Vb-2). I f  x E V(P) then we have either crossing 
arcs or a forwarding arc of  pace two, so x E W. But this will produce the following 
(Vl,Vr)-acyclic subgraph of  order r - 1: [P \ {Vb-l,Vc+l}] U {VatAb, Vcl )d,XVc+2, Vb_2X }.  
This contradicts the assumption that D contains no path from vl to Vr of length r - 2 
and completes the proof of the lemma. [] 
Remark 1. By Theorem 5 and Lemmas 2-4, the path P has only one or two minimal 
forwarding arcs: 
(i) 1)mUm+3, 
(ii) t)m_l/)m+3, Uml)m+ 4 (one crossing), 
(ii i) VmUm+ 4 (no crossing). 
Remark 2. Note case (ii) can always be converted to (i): Since P' = vl "'Vm-ll)m+3 
1)m+ll)m+2Vm13m+ 4 " ' 'V  r is also a path of  length r -  1. Either l)m+3V m E A(D) or VmVm+3 E
A(D). Then one of  P or pI  has a minimal forwarding arc of  pace of  three. 
So we only need to consider case (i) and (iii), that is, the path P has only one 
minimal forwarding arc with pace three or four. Case (ii) is therefore ignored and path 
P may have a crossing pair only in case (i). 
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Lemma 5. Let VaVb be a minimal forwardin9 arc on P. Then for  each i = 1 . . . . .  a, 
o(~)n  {vb .. . . .  ~} ¢ (3 
and for  each j = b . . . . .  r, 
l (v j )n  {v~ .... ,v~} ¢ (3. 
Proof. We show that for each i = 1 . . . .  , a, 
o(~i) n {L'b ..... ~} ¢ 0. 
The other part of the lemma can be proved similarly. Obviously, Vb E O(v~) N 
{vb . . . . .  vr} ¢ (3. So we assume O(vi )N {vb . . . . .  v~} (: (3, for some i=  2 . . . . .  a, and we 
want to show that O(vi_ 1 ) n { Vb . . . . .  V~ } ~ 0. Now vi+2 vi- 1 E A (D) since vi- 1 vi+2 would 
be another forwarding arc outside vavb or create crossing arcs contradicting Lemma 4 
or Theorem 5. Then mid(vi+2vi-1 ) q[ W since this would produce an obvious path of 
length r -  2. If mid(vi+zvi-1) E {vl . . . .  ,Vb-1}, then we have crossing arcs disallowed 
in Theorem 5, other forwarding arcs disallowed by Lemma 4 or forwarding arcs of 
pace two. The only possiblility would be the exceptional case in Theorem 5, when 
b - a : 4, i = a and mid(vi+2Vi_l) = mid(va+2Va-l) = Va+3. However, this means the 
arc v~+3v~+2 E A(D) and we have a path of length r -2 ,  vl ... v~_ lVa+3Ua+Zl)aVa+4... D r .  
Thus, the vertex mid(vi+2vi-l) C O(vi-1) must be in {Vb . . . . .  Vr}. This completes the 
proof of the lemma. [] 
6. Proof of Theorem 6 
Suppose D is an arc-3-cyclic semicomplete digraph and VrV~ C A(D) is contained in 
a cycle, C = vlv2. . ,  vrvl of length r, and vavr ~ A(D). Assume that D contains no 
cycle of length r -  1 containing v~vl. By Lemma 2, P = VlV2...vr has a forwarding 
arc, say VaVb. By Lemma 5, O(v l )n  {vb . . . . .  vr} (: (3 and I (Vr)N {V l , . . . , v ,}  ~ (3. Let 
m = max{i :  vi E O(vl)} and n = min{i : vi E I(vr)}. Since VlV~ ([A(D),  m :/: r,n ¢ 1. 
Therefore, VlVm,VnVr are crossing arcs of P. By Theorem 5 and our assumption that 
v,.vl is not contained in any cycle of length r - 1, we must have that m = 5, n = 2 
and r = 6. 
Since VlV5 E A(D), by Theorem 5 again, v6v3 E A(D). Let x = mid(v6v3). Here 
x ¢ Vl since v~v6 f[ A(D). It is also obvious that x ¢ W for otherwise VlV2V3xv6vl 
is a cycle of length r - 1. To avoid forwarding arcs of pace two, x ~ vs, v4 since 
v3x, xv6 ~ A(D). Thus, the only remaining case is that x = v2. That is, v3v2,vzv6 C 
A(D). Again, we obtain a cycle of length r - 1: vlvsv3v2v6vl. This contradicts the 
assumption of non-existence of such cycle and completes the proof of the theorem. 
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7. Proof of Theorem 7 
Let vl . . .v~vl  (r~>7) be a cycle of  D of  length r containing an arc VrVl. We assume 
that the are v~vl is not contained in a cycle o f  length r - 1. By Theorem 6, we only 
need to consider the case where both viva, v~v~ E A(D). Here we note that D contains 
no forwarding arcs of  pace two, since such an arc would produce an obvious ( r -  1)- 
cycle. Denote W = V(D) \  V(P). 
We claim that either 
Op(Vl)C{1)2, t.)r} or  Ip(1)r)C{1)r_l,!.)l}. 
Assume that IIp(Vr )[ /> 3 and IOp(vl )[ i>3. Let l)iEIp(1)r ) \ {l)l,1)r_l } and vj E Oe(vl ) \  
{v2, Vr}. Consider the possibilities for placement of  vi and vj on the path. I f  j ~<i then 
vlvj and vil) r would be arcs that contradict Lemma 4, since there are no forwarding 
arcs with pace two. I f  i < j and since r > 6, we will have crossing arcs not allowed 
by Theorem 5. This proves our claim. 
Without loss of  generality, let le(v~)={vl,  Vr-1}. Since the in-degree of  vr is at least 
3, let w E Iw(vr) # O. 
Let h denote the minimum pace of  a forwarding arc. 
Remark 3. Since Ip(vr) = {D1,/ . ) r -1} and r~>7, the minimal forwarding arc does not 
have its head (Vm+h) at v~ and therefore we have that m + h < r. 
Case 1: h = 3. The minimal forwarding arc is VmVz+3. 
Obviously Ip(w) C_{vm+l, Vz+2, v~} for otherwise, let vi E Ip(w) \ {Vz+l, Vm+2, Vr}. 
Then Vl ' "VzVz+3""vr  t_J viwvr is a (vl,Vr)-acyclic subgraph of order r - 1. Thus, 
v(P) \ {Vm+~,Vm+2} C_ Op(w). 
Subcase 1.1: m # 1. Since wvm E A(D), consider x = mid(wvm). Then x ~ W. For 
suppose x E W, by Lemma 5, I(vm+4)N{vl . . . . .  Vm} # O. Let vt E l(vm+n)N{Vl .. . .  ,Vz}, 
then we have a @1, v~)-acyclic subgraph of  order r -  1: vl • • • VtVz+4 • • " v~Uvt. • • vmxwvr. 
(Note, m + 4 ~<r by Remark 3.) 
So x E P. Since Ip(w) c_ {v,~+l,Vm+z,V~} and x E le(w), we have that x c 
{Vm+l,V,n+z,V~}. Note that x # Vr because m # 1, Ie(vr)C_{Vl,V~_I} and VzX E A(D). 
Now h = 3, thus x # Vm+2 rather x = vm+l. However, this implies the existence of a 
(Vl, vr)-path of  length r -  2, 1)l'''Vm+lW1)m+4'''Vr, which is a contradiction. 
Subcase 1.2: m= 1. By Lemma 5 and the fact that r > 6, Vl EI(vs)  and vl GI(v6). 
We claim that v2,v3 f[ I (w).  For otherwise, we have a (v~,v~)-acyclic subgraph of  
order r - 1: v lvs" 'v r  tA vlv2WVr (or VlV6"''Vr tA VlV2V3WVr). Thus, Ip(w)C_{Vr}. Let 
y = mid(wv2). Here, y E W U {Vr} because Ip(w)C_{v~}. Since Ip(v~)G{vl,Vr-1}, 
y#Vr  and thus yE  W. Again by Lemma 5 and the fact that r > 6, we have v~v6E 
A(D). Then this implies the existence of  a (vl,v~)-acyclic subgraph of  order r -  1, 
1)11)6...I) r 1.3 I)lV2yWVr, which is a contradiction. 
Case 2: h = 4. By Remark 2 in Section 2, in this case v,,V,n+4 is the only forwarding 
arc with the minimum pace and P has no crossin9 ares. 
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(i) We claim that W/)m+ 1 E A(D). If/)m+l W ~ A(D) then we have a (vl,Vr)-acyclic 
subgraph: /)1 • • •/)m/)m+4 " " • P r  (--J 1 )m/ )m+l  WVr .  
(ii) Let z = mid(wvm+l). We claim that z = Vm. 
Assume that z E W. By Lemma 5,/)m+5 is dominated by some vertex in {Vl . . . . .  /)m}, 
say Yr. (Note m + 5~<r by Remark 3.) Then we have a (/)l,/)r)-acyclic subgraph of 
order r - 1: vl •. • v t / )m+5 • " • /)r 1.3 /)t " " " / )m+lZW/) r .  So z ~ m. 
Note that O(Um+l) N {/)m+3 . . . . .  /)r} = ~0, since h = 4 and P has no crossing arcs. 
Thus, z ¢ {Vm+3 . . . .  ,/)r} since Vm+lZ E A(D). 
We also have that /)s ([ l (w)  for each s<<,m- 2. Otherwise, suppose /)~ E l (w)  and 
s<~m-  2, then we have a path: /)l'''/)sWUm+l/)s+l..'/)m/)m+4 '' "Dr. (Note that the arc 
/)m+~V~+l exists because there is no crossing arcs in this case.) 
In summary, mid(wVm+l)= z E { / )m- - l , l )m, / )m+2}.  However, Vm+2W ({A(D). For oth- 
erwise, we can find the (Vl, Vr)-acyclic subgraph: /)1 • " •/)rn/)m+4 " " " /)r ['-J l)m+4/)m+ 2W/)r. So 
z ¢/)m+2 and WVm+2 C A(D). Also, Vm-lW ~ A(D). For otherwise, vl ""/)m-lWVm+2""/)r 
is a path of length r - 2. So z ¢ Vm-1. Thus we have proved our claim that z = 
mid(w/)m+l ) =/)m and therefore VmW E A(D). 
(iii) We have that vm+3w E A(D) for otherwise, /)l'''/)mWl)m+3"''/)r is a path of 
length r - 2. 
(iv) We claim m + 5 = r. By Remark 3, we have m + 5 ~<r. So suppose m + 5 < r. 
Then we can find a (/)l,Vr)-acyclic subgraph 
/)1 " " " / )m/ )m+4 " " " Dr [.-J Om+5/ )m+3W1)r .  
The arc Vm+5/)m+ 3 exists since there are no forwarding arcs of pace two and the 
existence of the arc /)m+3W is given in (iii). 
(v) Since r~>7 and r = m+5,  we have that m-  1~>1. We claim that /)m-J/)r-~ 
A(D). If not, we obtain a (Vl,Vr)-acyclic subgraph of order r -  1: Vl"''/)m--~/)r--tVr U 
/)r-l/)m+2/)mW/)r . Where m +4 = r -  1 is given in (iv), the arcs Vr--1/)m+2,/)m+2/)m exist 
to avoid forwarding arcs of pace two and VmW is given by (ii). 
(vi) By Lemma 5, Op(vm- l )N  {/)r--1,/)r} ¢ O. Furthermore, by (v), Vm-l/)r C 
A(D). However, we have assumed that Ie (vr )= {/)l,vr-l}. Thus m - 1 = 1, that is 
m=-2, r = 7. 
(vii) Let x'=mid(/)7Vl). We have that x ' f [V (P )  since Ip(v7) -- {/)1,v6} and /)1/)6 ¢ 
A(D),by (v). But either /)1""/)4xP/)7 or /)1xt/)4.../)7 is a path of length 5 since one 
of v4x t or xtv4 E A(D). This contradicts our assumption that D has no (Vl/)r)-path of 
length r - 2 and completes the proof of our theorem. [Z 
Remark. The following example shows the conclusion of Theorem 7 cannot be strength- 
ened. Notice r = 6 and in-degree of u -- v6 and out-degree of v = /)l are equal to 
three: 
V(D)  = {l)1 . . . . .  /)6} 







A(D) : {/3iUi-kl : i : 1,2,...5} U {Vi+zVi : i : 1 ,2,3,4} 
U{Vi+3 Vi" i = 1,2, 3} U {/)6/)1,/31/)6, Vl/)5, /)2/36, /)2/31 }. 
This semicomplete digraph is arc-3-cyclic and has a 6-cycle containing v6vl but no 
5-cycle containing that arc (see Fig. 2). 
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